The relationship between physical exercise and human health has been widely recognized by sports-related professionals and the public. However, the molecular mechanism behind sports remains unclear. A microarray sequencing technology has been widely used to detect gene changes after physical exercise and researchers have accumulated a great deal of data. These data provide a large amount of information for researchers to understand the relationship between genetics and exercise and study changes in genes after different forms of exercise, and their relations with human, gender and age. We integrate eight published gene expression datasets from human skeletal muscle and construct an online web server called SGDB standing for Sports Gene DataBase. SGDB can be used to search for genes that are expressed after exercise and no exercise. One can determine the effects of physical exercise on gene expression while allowing for visualization of changes in female and male. In addition, different forms of exercise and relationships with age are also available. Currently, SGDB contains 54613 annotated gene probes based on the Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2 Affay (GPL570). It has become one of the most important resources for researchers to study sports and genes. The online access address for SGDB is www.sportsgene.top.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is widely known that proper physical exercise is needed for a healthy human body and has much positive impact on human health. It can promote the growth of bones and muscles and enhance the healthy condition of a human body. Proper physical exercise can enhance human immunity and human body's ability to adapt to the environment [1] . In addition to physiological benefits, physical exercise can also improve and adjust our mental state. It can thus promote health, depending on physical fatigue, to facilitate learning and working efficiency. Thus, a collective project can foster a unity of people's consciousness of cooperation [2] .
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Inappropriate physical exercise has its associated side effects, such as an increase in the probability of sport injuries, especially intense antagonism. Long and excessive exercise can cause sport fatigue, which is one of the most common phenomena among athletes [3] - [5] .
Different results can be produced by movements and are based on the regulation of gene expression. However, an understanding of the molecular regulatory network of muscles during different movements remains incomplete. For example, with long-term aerobic and anaerobic exercise time, the body's reactions and associated molecular mechanisms are different. In aerobic exercise, there is an increase in the synthesis of oxygen-related molecules and proteins in comparison with anaerobic exercise [6] . It is well-known that muscle growth is generally associated with activation of the mTOR (mammalian Target of Rapamycin) signaling pathway VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and an increase in related proteins, although this is one of many changes [7] . Changes in gene expression caused by exercise are related to a complex regulatory network, and high-throughput gene expression sequencing provides the possibility of full understanding of changes in movement and gene expression.
With the development of a high-throughput sequencing technology, an increasing number of studies have attempted to explore the mRNA change in response to exercise or the transcriptional regulation change in muscle tissue. Specifically, microarray analysis allows researchers to assess large amounts of muscle transcription involved in the response to acute and chronic movements. Many studies have shown that many factors can affect the gene expression response to exercise, including age, gender, exercise style and so on. The studies [8] - [11] show that young people have more than 80 different signature transcripts that differ from those of older adults. Another study finds that a different exercise style (acute and chronic exercise) also has many differentially expressed genes, most of which are related to muscle development and cell oxidation metabolism. Further analysis [12] has shown that chronic exercise contributes more to muscle development. However, most of the described research has considered one factor only. There has not been a study based on systematic research about the molecular mechanism of the skeletal muscle response to physical exercise and all the related factors.
In this article, we present an online accessible database, called SGDB (the abbreviation of Sports Gene DataBase), that allows for the visualization of the relationship between motion and gene expression. The database integrates a total of eight studies of sequencing samples. Gene expression levels in a control group and exercise one can be searched for by gene symbols or gene ID. In addition, we also demonstrated the effects of different sport styles and genders on gene expression. There has not been much research focused on the effect of age on the gene expression in response to exercise. Thus, we integrate the correlation between age and gene expression into our web server. Currently, SGDB contains 54613 annotated transcripts based on the platform GPL570. It could serve as a reliable and convenient tool for researchers to study the gene expression response to exercise and plays important roles as other databases used their respective fields, e.g., cyber-physical systems and bio-informatics [13] - [19] . Its web server is available online at www.sportsgene.top.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DATA SOURCES
The experimental data consist of a total of 603 samples, with the source of expression from eight published microarrays. All the expression data are from Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2 Platform based on NCBI Gene Expression in Omnibus (GEO). To download data for different genders or ages, or other specific information, please refer to the attached sample of the expression of the human skeletal muscle gene based on different movements (shown in S1 Table) .
B. DATA STANDARDIZATION AND PROCESSING
SGDB contains 603 samples from the Affymetrix HG-U133 Plus 2 gene chip platform, which is based on the transcriptome that includes most people. The current SGDB contains 54613 annotated gene probes as the formal gene name and number. The standard data are used to normalize the original RMA chip data and the final results of the log2 transformation. Then, we use boxplot drawing to detect whether the standardized data are similar.
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey's HSD tests were performed to test the significance of differences in the relative gene expression levels in Fig.4 . When there were only two treatments (e.g., pre-exercise vs. post-exercise Fig.2 and Fig.3 ), we conducted independent t-tests to compare the significance of differences between the two treatments. All of the statistical tests were completed by SPSS software (version 19.0) and GraphPad (version 5.0 software).
C. MAP
The gene expression levels of an exercise group and control one are compared by using an unpaired t-test. All the pictures in SGDB are drawn by a program written in R language.
D. SGDB WEB SERVER CONSTRUCTION
An SGDB Web server is constructed by using the Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) programming language, and a Linux system (centos 6.5) is used for all the data stored in the Mysql database (5.1.46) (http://www.mysql.com). All genetic information, probe data, and expression data can be directly downloaded.
III. RESULTS
A. QUERY SGDB
SGDB is a database based on a hypertext preprocessor (PHP). It consists of five core parts: homepage, query, method, data download and user feedback as shown in Fig.1A . Users can access its homepage at via www.sportgene.top, which includes a brief introduction to SGDB. The method includes a page frame data processing method and database. Data download part can be used to download the original gene expression data. User feedback is to collect the user questions and feedback.
A query page is the core part of this database and is shown in Fig.1A . Browsing allows users to find detailed information on various records, including the encoded RNA's sequence ID and annotation. Users can click on a gene name to browse the corresponding gene's basic description as illustrated in Fig.1B . In addition, the data source can allow for relevant information to be downloaded. The detailed information of each record is displayed under the ''sequence ID'', and the organization expression features of each record are displayed in the information page. There are two kinds of retrieval methods. On is a keyword that can be input, which is a fuzzy search that searches all of the gene entries associated with the keyword. Another way is to perform accurate search for gene symbols (for example, ACTN3 and GAPDH). One can enter the accession number from the NCBI GenBank database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene).
Gene Ontology (gene annotation information) or GO can be used for such search. After searching, all associated results with this gene probe data are shown, and the details of each probe can be seen by clicking on the name of the gene. The expression and statistical information in different states of genes are stored in a PDF format file. Each gene corresponds to four PDF files. To describe the relationship between gene and movement, the relationship between different genders, the effects of different exercise styles on gene expression, and the relationship between movement and SGDB provides user-friendly retrieval capabilities. Users can perform a vague search, such as ACTN3, and any gene containing these characters can be displayed. Lastly, we can also do a combination search to narrow a search scope.
B. GENE CHANGES BEFORE AND AFTER PHYSICAL EXERCISE
The ACTN3 gene, for example, is retrieved in SGDB. It encodes the protein actinin-3 [20] , [21] , which is a part of the contractile (sarcomeric) unit working in the skeletal muscle V fibers to generate rapid and forceful contractions in speedy activities. Its probe number in the Human Genome U133 plus 2.0 platform is 219727. After searching for it (by the gene ID, the gene symbol or other information about ACTN3), the related results of ACTN3 are shown in Fig 2. We compare the expression of ACTN3 with genes in active and inactive individuals. Users can clearly see the difference in the expression of this gene before and after physical exercise in eight independent studies. 
C. CHANGES OF GENE EXPRESSION BEFORE AND AFTER EXERCISES FOR DIFFERENT GENDER
To explore whether the gender of an individual would affect the gene expression response to exercise, we calculate the gene expression in different genders for exercise and non-exercise groups. SGDB can help us understand the differences in response to exercise due to gender. Fig 3 displays the results (the query gene: ACTN3). The gender differences cause different gene responses to exercise in the exercise group. The results show that there is no significant difference between female and male regarding the gene response to exercise. The output PDF files are generated by ANOVA (more than two groups) or a t-test (two groups) in an R program. The gene expression levels were calculated and drawn by the R program. In Fig 3, we compare the target gene's expression levels in male (blue) and female (pink) in terms of response to exercise. We have found that in the There are 5 studies. The GSE45426 group lacks female, while the GSE28392 group lacks male. The difference between the two groups is calculated by a t-test.
first and second datasets, there was a significant difference in ACTN3 in male post-exercise (p=0.02608 and p=0.026996), whereas the remaining groups display no significant changes. The result reveals that ACTN3 expression tends to display no difference.
Due to the gender effect on the gene expression response to exercise, we try to explore whether a different physical exercise style would affect gene expression. From eight studies, we pick six containing various exercise styles, with a total of 13 different exercise styles (the exercises are shown in S2 Table) . In six studies ( Fig. 4) , only the first group (Exercises 1 and 2) displays a large difference (p=0.083911), whereas the others present no significant difference. Exercises 1 and 2 share a same common ground of being an aerobic and short-duration physical exercise. The difference between two groups is calculated by a t-test, and the multi-group difference is calculated by the ANOVA test.
We also examine the effects of age on the gene expression response to physical exercise. However, the study only results in a small amount of expression data, which is not enough for any significant conclusions regarding the ACTN3 gene.
IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed SGDB is a useful tool for physical exercise related human health research. It has integrated eight transcriptome studies to systemically study the effects of gender and exercise styles in terms of gene expression responses to exercise. Previous studies on the effects of physical exercise on muscle transcriptome are relatively rare. They focused on different tissues or specific genes [22] - [24] . In our database, we have collected 603 samples from eight public studies' transcriptome data in human skeletal muscle in the context of physical exercise. Based on these data, we have calculated 64513 gene or transcript expression levels. We have further analyzed the gene expression response to physical exercise and the effect of various factors, including gender and exercise styles. We have also explored the correlation between gene expression and exercise. SGDB is expected to provide us a new outlook on the regulation of genes in the process of exercise, especially elucidating how exercise influences the muscles' gene expression response. SGDB is also a useful tool to explore the molecular mechanisms of exercise's influence on the human body while helping us discover the treatment and prevention methods about exercise-induced fatigue. Our web server (www.sportsgene.top) can be freely accessed, and anyone who is interested in it can easily search the target gene related to exercise. In the future, we plan to further expand our database and collect more public microarray datasets, in addition to related sequencing data that include miRNA, lncRNA, ciRNA and others. Furthermore, we hope to include proteomics and metabolomics as well. At the same time, more statistical analysis and model algorithms will be applied to the analysis data in the future, and strive to get more effective information in high-throughput sequencing data to assist sports biology research. We believe that with its continuous improvement, our SGDB web server should be increasingly useful in the future.
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